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Welcome to book 2 of my series of short health ebooks. I 

aim to empower you to understand your body, how it works 
and why it may be sick or showing signs of sickness now.  

The digestive system is an amazing organ system and is 
another of my favourites. We are what we eat aren’t we? Well 
only if we can digest and absorb, only if gut function isn’t 
negatively affected by the stories in our heads. We have 
heard about the gut / brain axis but do we really know what 
that is or what it means? 

Our guts tell us so much about our boundaries but how 
often do we listen to our gut feeling? Please consider yourself 
invited inside to share the journey of the gut.  

Anne Taylor-Pemberton  
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FdSc. 
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“Your gut has capabilities that surpass all your other organs 
and even rival your brain. It has its own nervous system, known 
in scientific literature as the enteric nervous system, or ENS, 
and often referred to in the media as the “second brain.” This 
second brain is made up of 50-100 million nerve cells, as many 
as are contained in your spinal cord.”  

Emeran Mayer  



PROLOGUE 

I am here today to bring you the gut / brain axis and my 
favourite model for analyses of clinical cases. This is the 
second of a series of eBooks where I will examine and explain 
each organ or system from the 5-Levels of healing model. 

Please allow me to take you into the gut through these 5 
levels of understanding -  

physical 
energetic 
mental  
intuitive  
spiritual  



CHAPTER 1: PHYSICAL 

DIGESTION MECHANICS  

  

“"All disease begins in the gut” 

Hippocrates 

Digesting and absorbing food is very energy taxing for the 
body. Digestion begins before we even take the first 
mouthful. The quality of the food we eat and the natural 
enzymes within those foods are crucial factors for digestion. 
Manufactured foods in packets that lack colour are not really 
foods at all. They are really a mass of chemicals made to look 
like food. They have little or no nutritional value. I have a 
rule I like to follow and that is “If the food is industry made 
and the ingredients list contains E numbers or words that 
cannot be understood, then “it simply is not food”. The 
highest vibe food is brightly coloured, fresh, degrades very 
quickly and is nourishing to this beautiful body temple we 
have chosen to live in. Food from animals should be pasture 
raised as close to their natural habitat as possible and 
chemical free. The animals should be respected as living 
beings and provided a stress free existence. If we choose to 
eat animal we should also be prepared to honour their soul 
for the sacrifice of their life to give us food.  



So digestion commences as our olfactory senses swamp us 
with the smell of either freshness or cooking. The digestive 
juices start flowing. The sight of the food also turns on the 
digestive juices as does the sound of a crackling frying pan on 
a Sunday morning.  

When did we lose the connection to our complete set of 
senses? 

When food enters the mouth our saliva has enzymes such 
as amylase, that commence the process of assimilating 
carbohydrates. Have you noticed grains get sweeter the 
longer you chew? Try chewing every mouthful 30-40 times as 
an experiment. Its what we should do anyway. Once the food 
reaches the stomach our parietal cells are already releasing 
hydrochloric acid, ready to chemically break down the 
proteins into amino acids so that the body can build new 
muscles, enzymes, neurotransmitters (brain chemicals). The 
pH needs to be 1-3 for this natural process to occur.  

Once the food in the stomach has been chemically 
digested into acid chyme or soup the pyloric sphincter at the 
base of the stomach opens to let the acid chyme into the 
duodenum. Here the acid chyme stimulates the 
cholecystokinin (CCK) feedback loop. This feedback loop is a 
team of two hormones (chemical messengers of the body) 
that work in tandem. CCK stimulates the gallbladder to 
release bile. The bile assimilates fats and fatty acids to make 
hormones and sleeve the neurones of the nervous system 
(think outside sleeve of electrical wiring). Essential fatty 
acids support the immune system and reduce inflammation. 
Bile is also “domestos” for the small intestine so it keeps 
small intestinal bacterial overgrowth under control. Oh and it 
also stimulates peristalsis; the lovely wave like contractions 
of the intestinal muscle walls that move the stool along. The 



other hormone is secretin. This hormone stimulates the 
pancreas to release digestive enzymes and bicarbonate. The 
bicarbonate neutralises the acid to a pH of 6.5-6.7 which 
provides the optimal terrain for carbohydrate, fat and end 
stage protein assimilation. It helps digestive enzymes to work 
optimally. 

When digestion is working fully we should pass a fully 
formed type 4 stool, at least once daily. See Bristol stool 
chart .  1

Are you checking your stool very day? 
Are you opening your bowels at least once daily? 
Are you too squeamish to check your stool? 
If you are too squeamish to look or you don’t have a daily 

bowel movement then you have no idea how your body is 
functioning. Our stool quantity and quality tells us so much 
about our health.  

Sometimes we have low stomach acid; maybe due to 
stress / HPA axis dysfunction, trauma, retained primitive 
reflexes, medications such as PPIs or ant-acids, gut dysbiosis,  
ageing, leaky gut or allergies / intolerances. If the pH of the 
chyme is higher that 3; the potential to trigger the CCK 
feedback loop for assimilation and absorption of nutrients 
from the food in the small intestine is less or may even be 
non existent.  

If the gallbladder is not triggered readily in response to fat 
in the gut, the stool is shiny, sticky and floats rather than 
flushes away, due to the high fat content. The flow of bile 
stagnates (sluggish bile) resembling grains of sand or silt. 
Eventually this can create gallstones. This is the point when 
we begin to feel the pain and discomfort under the ribs on 

 https://www.continence.org.au/bristol-stool-chart1



our right upper abdomen, into the right shoulder or right 
between the shoulder blades. We call this referred pain. If 
you fall into the category of fair, fat, forty, female and fertile 
you are more prone to gallstones - sorry. However, I do also 
see boys as young as 10 suffering with gallstones due to 
eating highly processed diets.  

If a stone is created there is always the potential for it to 
find its way into the common bile duct where it may also 
block the passage of enzymes and bicarbonate from the 
pancreas. Over a long period this can lead to pancreatic 
disease including cancer. A stone can be too large to pass into 
the duodenum, getting stuck, causing immense pain that 
requires immediate / emergency surgery to remove the 
gallbladder. Without the gallbladder other symptoms arise 
that need specialist intervention from a highly trained 
practitioner. We cannot be healthy if we cannot assimilate 
fats and fatty acids. Also bile that is on a constant trickle from 
the liver, due to loss of the gallbladder, can aggravate the 
sensitive mucin layer of protection, leading to inflammation 
and even cancer. 

A sluggish gallbladder / bile flow also can lead to a 
congested liver. The liver is our detoxification plant. It 
removes all the toxins from the body’s metabolism and toxins 
from external sources. It recycles the toxins from that 
stagnant stool that isn’t flowing due to poor bile flow, low 
stomach acid or HPA axis dysfunction. Those toxins have to 
leave the liver via the gallbladder and the intestine into the 
stool.  

If they cant exit the body we get sick from cell danger 
response.  

What about all the inflammation that occurs due to poor 
digestion? It is caused by the foods that are not being broken 



down fully, putrefying (rotting) in the gut. This causes 
excoriation of the bowel wall (like when you fell in primary 
school and you grazed the skin off your knees). Once we 
have inflammation and dying tissue the microbiome (gut bug 
population) loses its diversity (variety). Many of the good 
bugs die off and the more pathogenic (disease causing) 
overgrow because these guys so love a party on rotting flesh 
(think flies around a cow pat). 

These microbes are generally part of our commensal 
bacteria in the gut. Please don’t vomit or cringe, it is well 
known that we are more bug than man. We need these bugs 
in the right formulations to keep us healthy. Once the bad 
guys are partying, the toxins they create overwhelm the 
immune, detoxification, lymph, hormonal, and cellular 

cell danger response 



systems. The body gets sicker and the symptoms become 
more wide-spread. Food reactions, food restrictions, auto-
immunity and mental health symptoms can be profound. 

Who would have thought that a bit of wind and bloating 
ignored could lead to this? 

  

WHAT CAN YOU DO? 

Keep a food and symptom diary to identify possible 
triggers and areas to work on 

You could book in with me for a full intuitive 5-levels of 
healing / functional medicine analysis so you know exactly 
what is causing your symptoms and be empowered to heal 
yourself.  



CHAPTER 2: ENERGETIC 

THE GUT AS AN ENERGY SYSTEM 

  

“That gut feeling is your intuition. Listen up more. 
When you feel something over and over, it’s your truth 
echoing the direction towards your unique path. 
Release the fears and follow it…”  

― Kristen Butler 

We know from my earlier book on  the heart that we are 
all vibrational / energy beings. The body has electronic 
circuitry powered by electrolytes. It also has e-motions that 
should be energy in motion. As we now know from the other 
books in the series, emotions suppressed block the energy 
flow around the organ reducing blood flow and therefore 
nutrient supply. There are a number of organs to consider in 
the digestive system so let me give you a few examples of 
what I’m talking about. 

The stomach is all about boundaries. Trauma comes in at 
the solar plexus. Thats why we feel like we’ve been punched 
in the gut following emotional hurt. It is also why a huge 
proportion of accident and emergency admissions with a 
suspected heart attack are actually heartburn. The two 
organs are in such close proximity that pain in one can easily 



radiate to the other making it necessary to visit A and E to 
get a diagnosis. The trauma enters the body at the solar 
plexus then the suppressed emotions will find their respective  
organs and restrict the flow of blood, oxygen and nutrients. 
The muscles cry out for magnesium, electrolytes and oxygen 
and when these are not forthcoming the muscles cramp 
causing pain. The nutrients that make stomach acid and 
other digestive juices such as vitamin B6 and zinc cant reach 
the stomach cells so we cant digest protein.  If we have 
pyroluria , we are already B6, Zinc and their synergistic 2

nutrients deficient. A triad of (even very mild) adverse 
childhood experience, being an empath / HSP and Pyroluria 
is rocket fuel for anxiety, hormone and digestive mayhem. We 
have discussed the mechanics of digestion earlier so lets take 
a peek at specific emotions that may impede digestive 
function: 

Oesophagus: 
Swallowing grief, anger and hurt. Difficulty asking for 

what you need or desire. Thinking that you are second best. 
Believing that what you have to say is not important.  

Stomach: 
Difficulty digesting life, and assimilating new information. 

Feeling stuck in a pattern of fear, limitation, worry, guilt and 
despair. Behaving in a superior, arrogant and controlling way. 
Think you are better than others; or feeling inferior and 
second best. At times self-obsessed and demanding, wanting 
everything your own way. Difficulty expressing yourself and 
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dealing with rejection. Feeling attacked, like you’ve been 
punched in the stomach.  

Pancreas: 
Inability to savour the sweetness in life. Feeling 

smothered, over-smothered, or under nurtured. Experiencing 
over-concern, hopelessness and lack of control. Easily 
affected by others. Low self esteem, feelings of bitterness, 
confusion, unfairness and unjustness. Craving sugar, 
sweetness and softens. Often looking for quick fixes and then 
experiencing disappointment. Very gullible and easily 
swayed. Stubborn and immovable.  

Spleen: 
Feeling helpless, disconnected from feminine energy, 

fearful, frozen, angry, frustrated. Overly sensitive and easily 
swayed. Constantly trying to find fault in others and control 
or change them. Not wanting to face your own issues and 
participate in life fully. Continually worrying and stressing 
about others.  

Small Intestine: 
Feeling abandoned, insecure, easily distracted, vulnerable, 

confused, bloated. Participating in relentless self sabotage 
and procrastination. Feeling scattered, stuck, lost. Pining for 
unrequited love.  

Large Intestine: 
Confusion, irritation, frustration, stagnation and anger. 

Thinking  that you cant do anything right. Wanting to run 
away and hide from the world. Feeling that you are too 
different and that no-one understands you. Difficulty seeing 



other peoples points of view. Dogmatically defending your 
position in arguments. Extremely sensitive, thin-skinned.  

Liver: 
Irrational frustration, aggression, anger, rage, guilt, fear. 

Desire to inflict self-punishment and sabotage your progress. 
Constant inner struggle and conflict. Difficulty making 
decisions. Often finding fault or blame with others. Inclined 
to act like a victim, with a “poor me” attitude. Overlooking 
other peoples advice and suggestions. Difficulty forgiving and 
letting go. Trouble sleeping, relaxing and trusting.  

Gallbladder: 
Resentment, grief about men, our masculine self, or 

achievement in the world. Feeling irritated, depressed, 
indecisive, confused, angry, wounded. Thinking of yourself as 
a failure, thus sabotaging opportunity for success. Feeling 
second best, neglected, unimportant, a victim. Holding onto 
trauma and pain from the past that creates struggles, 
hardship and lack.  

So with the knowledge that we ideally need to vibrate on 
a frequency above 200Hz to feel emotionally and physically 
balanced, it is no surprise that vibrational / energetic healing 
is a must.  



 



  

FURTHER READING 

Vibrational Nutrition https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/
162055917X/
ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_17NG9KGAHD5HPHBRX4TT?
_encoding=UTF8&psc=1 

Inna Segal (2010) The Secret language of the Body 
 https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1582702608/

ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_16R3VCG1G54DQHMMP3Y9  

Jacques Martel (2011) The Encylopedia of Ailments and 
Diseaes 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1644111896/
ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_10SJBDT0HXYR00SRJF5Y 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/162055917X/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_17NG9KGAHD5HPHBRX4TT?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/162055917X/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_17NG9KGAHD5HPHBRX4TT?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/162055917X/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_17NG9KGAHD5HPHBRX4TT?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/162055917X/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_17NG9KGAHD5HPHBRX4TT?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1582702608/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_16R3VCG1G54DQHMMP3Y9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1582702608/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_16R3VCG1G54DQHMMP3Y9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1644111896/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_10SJBDT0HXYR00SRJF5Y
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1644111896/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_10SJBDT0HXYR00SRJF5Y


CHAPTER 3: ENERGETIC 

FOOD AS A VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY 

  

“I don’t want food to be the most important thing in my life any 
more. I want to eat food so it can fuel me into being awesome. I 
want my art, my writing and my relationships to be the most 
important things in my life        — Jessie Moore 

Do you see yourself as a light being?  Well scientists have 
revealed  that humans do actually glow, emitting a visible 3

light in extremely small quantities at levels that rise and fall 
with the day. This visible light is 1000 times less intense than 
the level seen by the naked eye. This faint light is linked with 
the body’s metabolism suggesting that weaker emissions 
should indicate medical conditions. This is the study of 
biomedical photonics. Masaki Kobayashi demonstrated that if 
we can see a glimmer all over the body we can also see whole 
body condition. We can heal body parts with red light 
therapy. One study showed regeneration of collagen, 
reducing significantly lines and wrinkles . We absorb and 4

sulphate vitamin D using cholesterol, from the action of 
sunlight on the skin. As we are all living aspects of the earth 

 https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna32090918 3
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so it would of course make sense that the food we eat also 
has a vibrational frequency that occurs from the absorption of 
light.  

Food frequency pyramid



A number of good authors have attempted to teach us 
about the vibrational frequency of foods  . Whilst all fresh 5 6

grown plant foods are high vibration some are said to be 
higher than others. Blueberries for example are said to be the 
highest vibration of all . Interestingly Blueberries are well 7

known for their positive impact on brain health because they 
increase brain derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) .  8

A much loved author of ours, Deanna Minich, has done 
some beautiful work on food vibration in her role as Food 
and Spirit Coach. Her courses are amazing. She talks about 
foods as in the rainbow diet but directly links them colour 
coded to the individual chakras. So Deanna informs us which 
foods will ground us, allow our flow and creativity, allow us 
to take our power back (not power over others), bring in the 
love, communicate our truth and connect to our intuition and 
imagination. Deanna also speaks of foods that purify and 
cleanse. The foods relevant for initial digestion are the solar 
plexus foods which are generally yellow. Chinese medicine 
calls these foods those that create digestive fire. The organs 
associated with the solar plexus are the gallbladder, liver, 
pancreas, small intestine and stomach. Recall I said that 

 https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/162055917X/5
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trauma enters the body at the solar plexus. Imagine all of 
these organs being affected by trauma. The whole CCK 
feedback loop can be affected causing conditions such as 
gastroparesis. I talked about the emotions related to these 
organs in chapter 2 Energetic. Below is Deanna Minich’s 
Rainbow diet colour wheel, downloadable from her site , or 9

inside her books.  
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FURTHER READING  

Minich D (2009) Chakra Foods for Optimum Health 
Minich D (2018) The rainbow Diet: A Holistic Approach to 

radiant Health Through Foods and supplements 



CHAPTER 3: MENTAL 

THE GUT AS A SECOND BRAIN 

  

“Most entrepreneurs are very gut driven - they have to be 
because the odds and data are often stacked against them. If 
your gut says something is the right thing to do, then do it”                   

Chieh Huang 

We all know the saying “Gut feeling” right?  
Have you also heard of abdominal migraines? 

What about those poor souls who perceive to have been 
told their gut symptoms are “all in the head”. It isn’t in the 
sense we know that phrase to convey. The societal narrative 
has put a huge stigma on anything related to mental health 
so of course we shy away, run, fight, become victim to the 
label. In days gone by we performed surgery to rid those with 
mental health issues of “dark entities”, we perceived them to 
be possessed by demons (more on this in book 6 Brain and 
CNS). We are tuned in to anything negative related to mental 
health and thats feeding the negative we try so hard to free 
ourselves from. In reality most forms of mental health are 
emotions that have been suppressed from a time when it 
wasn’t safe to express them (ACEs), so now they get triggered 
by sensory experiences that remind the amygdala to sense 
danger. We are mostly unaware.  

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/chieh-huang-quotes


The evidence states that if we tell ourselves we have a sick 
body we will manifest exactly that. Let me show you what I 
mean here 

I once had some shamanic healing. I wasn’t even sure why 
I was seeing this person but was drawn to her. On arrival she 
asked me very direct “what is the cheese thing?”. After I 
stopped looking at her as if she had told me I had two heads I 
simply replied “Im allergic”. To which she replied “No you 
aren’t, its all in your head”. Being a functional medicine 
practitioner and never having eaten cheese, anyone who is 
familiar with fm practice will identify with all my reasons for 
“being allergic” (casein, lactose, cheese mould, antibiotics, 
processing), not to mention our training narrative (gluten 
and dairy are the anti-christ lol). So it was easy to disbelieve 
and continue in my narrow minded ideals. Then I 
remembered only 3 months prior I had travelled to Europe 
with friends to attend a week long retreat. At the end of that 
week we all met in a mountain restaurant where I ordered 
and throughly enjoyed a warm goats cheese salad. At the 
time I never understood myself why I ordered it. It was the 
first time I’d ever eaten cheese, but my body just said “I need 
that”. When I relayed this back to the shamaness her 
response was “Food trauma is the easiest thing to correct 
shamanically”. My cheese allergy turned out to have been 
caused by me allowing myself to be bullied by a person who’s 
favourite food was cheese. It took a few weeks to work 
around my mindset and to rewrite my neural pathways that 
were over 50 years old, but she made sense given my 
experience and I was able to change. I see food intolerance 
from different angles now. 



So knowing this information how many times do we as 
practitioners meet clients who have so much fear around 
eating food? How many of us after a few “reactions” to food 
will cut out huge food groups based on what the narrative 
tells us, due to the fear of reacting further to them? 

The gut is our second brain and it houses a mass of neural 
tissue filled with important neurotransmitters (brain 
chemicals) that affect mood . Did you know that 95% of 10

your serotonin (happy neurotransmitter) is made by the 
beneficial bacteria in your intestines and as such is found in 
the gut? This mass of neural tissue is called the enteric 
nervous system. It enables us to “feel” the inner world of our 
gut and its contents. The Microbiome is a whole diverse array 
of different species of bacteria, yeasts, parasites and viruses. 
They communicate through quorum sensing , which allows 11

them to alert one another to stress. It also allows the control 
of microbiome diversity (think vast species of humans in 
cosmopolitan London). The more diversity (variety) the 
better our health  because they help break down food, 12

absorb nutrients and eliminate waste.  

 https://www.amazon.com/dp/0060182520/10
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Each species has a role. At the expense of you now 
needing a vomit bowl, we are more microbe than man. We 
call these microbes the housekeepers of the gut. It is no 
surprise then that medications such as serotonin re-uptake 
inhibitors (SSRIs) raise serotonin in the gut causing gastro-
intestinal side effects, such as irritable bowel. The body needs 
homeostasis (balance) so too much or too little of anything 
will cause a symptom as the body tries to tell you to “listen”. 
The interesting thing is that often we experience the same 
symptoms if we have too much or too little of something. 
Symptoms are messages to say the environment we are in, or 
creating internally is not for our highest and best. Do you 
listen to yours? Do you grab a pill to silence the message? 

Scientists are also learning that too much serotonin made 
in the enteric nervous system also plays a hand in the 
development of some diseases. One example is osteoporosis. 
Medications used to inhibit serotonin production in the gut 
have been shown to reduce the incidence of osteoporosis .  13

So if these microbes can talk to each other via quorum 
sensing what does that mean? Well in addition to the 
information I have already said, these microbes can also talk 
to the brain via this amazing nerve called the vagus nerve. 
Vagus means meandering so as you can see in the diagram it 
comes from the brain right through the centre of the body 
making close contact with the heart and lungs, CCK feedback 
loop (liver, gallbladder, pancreas, duodenum) and lower gut 
(small and large intestines. So the more “stressed” the gut 
microbiome are (and OMG do they hate stress) the more 

 https://www.genetics.cuimc.columbia.edu/profile/gerard-13
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“jangled” the vagus nerve becomes and over time it stops 
responding.  

Now the role of the vagus nerve is to work in tandem with 
the amygdala (emotional centre of the brain). The amygdala 

How do you calm?



senses the danger, triggering fear - our primordial / normal 
human (sympathetic) response to danger. When the danger 
has passed the vagus nerve calms everything down to bring 
us back into rest and digest mode (parasympathetic). When 
the microbiome lacks diversity the pathogenic population 
increase making communication less effective or “stressed”. 
The language becomes more stilted, like baby speak instead 
of academic. So from this mode we are prone to HPA axis 
dysfunction which in turn creates inability to organise and 
plan; and unbalances hormones and neurotransmitters. This 
further depletes our sense of self. So now we are 
communicating with the gut bugs who will undoubtedly 
support our self depreciation and stories about allergies  
because there aren’t enough of the good ones to keep the 
terrain healthy.  

So what about our mindset around the bugs? Now this is 
fascinating (to me at least).  

We have spent a lifetime understanding bugs to be the 
alien (and look how we treat those lol). We have been fed the 
germ theory for decades. Even Pasteur knew its limitations 
but he was silenced. So the bugs only overgrow because there 
is rotting tissue from inflammation. They are not “out to get 
us”. We create that inflammation by choosing NOT to live a 
life style that is balanced, in line with nature, then by 
creating stories in our heads about why our bodies are sick. 
Sound crazy? Thats because it is….. 

Let me tell you anther little story of mine. I had a flare of 
psoriatic arthritis. I knew full well it was triggered by the 
emotional work I was undertaking to become a better version 
of me. I had emotions of fear and guilt coming up that I 
chose not to feel, so my body told me through early morning 



stiffness, pain and dactylics (red swollen sausage toes). I sat 
in deep meditation asking source Why do I have these pains 
right now? For the next hour I was experiencing profound 
fear, then for the next hour guilt joined in. I told myself a 
number of stories and made the pain worse. Then i just 
surrendered to the emotions. Within hours the pain and 
swelling had gone.  

3 days later I went for some bioresonance with a lovely 
lady who is highly skilled and also a very intuitive 
homeopath. She identified a number of viruses in my 
musculoskeletal system. My body said “there are no bugs, I 
just need that frequency to clear the inflammation”. I listened 
because I should have been absolutely floored by what the 
machine identified and I wasn’t. I was emotionally exhausted 
but I wasn’t physically exhausted due to the bugs. They feel 
different guys, isn’t that cool. I asked source to confirm it was 
the frequency range my body needed to clear the 
inflammation and not the bugs that were causing mayhem.  
BINGO! The bugs will naturally die down when the frequency 
increases and the inflammation dies down. Doesnt it help to 
know this? It might stop us completely destroying our 
microbiome with medications and with herbs. Even the 
natural products can be overkill and some of us take them for 
years.  

When we get a pain often our immediate reaction is to 
look for and take a pill. Take an aspirin is often the first thing 
one would say to another if they voiced their pain. For me 
that was a profound mindset shift that my intuition had 
battled against for my entire career. Our mindset comes from 
the narrative because we cant believe our own intuition. We 
cant believe ourselves because we have become disconnected 



from source and self. No wonder we fear death so much that 
it is actually killing us right now. Food for thought perhaps? 

So what can we do to stop this mindset stuff? 
Ask me for a full analysis to identify the cause and the 

solution. It could be any of these examples or others.  
Vibrational healing 
DNRS 
Psychotherapy 
Reframing 
EFT / TFT / Matrix re-imprinting 
emotional eating knowledge 
5 R approach  
Meditation 
Time in nature 
Creativity 
An analysis could save you years of research.  
My analysis is 100% source led. 

  

FURTHER READING  

How bacteria talk Bonnie Bresler TED talk  
https://www.ted.com/talks/

bonnie_bassler_how_bacteria_talk?
utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_sou
rce=tedcomshare  

https://www.ted.com/talks/bonnie_bassler_how_bacteria_talk?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/bonnie_bassler_how_bacteria_talk?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/bonnie_bassler_how_bacteria_talk?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/bonnie_bassler_how_bacteria_talk?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare


CHAPTER 4: INTUITIVE 

THE GUT AS AN INTUIT  

“Always trust your gut. Your brain can be fooled and your heart 
is an idiot but your gut doesnt know how to lie” 

www.ilovemysli.com 

  

Intuition is frequently dismissed as mystical or unreliable, 
but there is a deep neurological basis for it. When we 
approach a challenge intuitively our brain interconnects with 
our gut to quickly assess all memories, past learnings, 
personal needs and preferences then makes the wisest 
decision within context. This is a “in the moment” decision. 
Some of us call this a hunch or an inner knowing. We often 
have no idea why or how the answers and solutions came to 
us so we often put them down to coincidence.  

Whilst intuition can be fallible, studies clearly show that 
combining gut feelings with analytical thinking helps the 
human to make faster, better and more accurate decisions 
with much more confidence than with analytical reasoning 
alone. We humans are very prone to over thinking when the 
options are unclear for us. The majority of leaders will report 

http://www.ilovemysli.com


leveraging feelings and experience when handling a 
challenge.  

The merchant Navy are known for Investing millions of 
dollars into supporting marines to refine their sixth sense. 
This is because on the battle field intuition is valued above 
intellect. It makes sense when stress puts us all into primal 
brain where we are not meant to make decisions other than 
fight or flee and if we flee where to? 

Those of us identified as highly sensitive have the most 
switched on gut feeling of all of us. However we have been 
conditioned to see this as wrong or that we are oversensitive. 
In addition Adverse childhood events (ACEs), especially 
developmental trauma will encourage a disconnection from 
intuition. It is important to work on regaining that 
connection because it contributes to a deeper perception, 
processing and synthesising of information, including data 
about the emotional worlds of others. Empaths have no idea 
how to switch this off until they are taught, so they are even 
more prone to becoming disconnected, lacking discernment 
and / or devaluing this trait. Intuition is a muscle - it needs 
training.   

How do we know how our intuition feels?  
We can discern intuition from fear because fear is a 

“pushing” energy. It is forceful and it pops in when we are 
trying to avoid a threat, rejection or punishment. It is 
dominated by self critical thoughts, that urge us to hide, 
conform or misalign with our truth.  

Intuition by comparison is a positive “pulling” energy 
that moves us towards our highest and best version of 
ourselves. We may pursue a risk at a slower pace than our 
peers. Feelings of anticipation, excitement, contentment and 



ease are of the essence. Physically gut feelings cause 
relaxation of the body. Our inner voice is grounded and wise 
like a good mentor.  

How can we start working the intuition muscle so we feel 
at ease and trust it? 

1. Choose an outfit that calls to us without weighing up 
too many variables. 

2. Put our hand up and speak in a meeting without 
censoring ourself. 

3. Taking quick decisive actions that have small 
consequences so we learn to trust without the fear. 
Starting small and working up builds distress tolerance 
and emotional regulation when faced with a known 
discomfort.  

Copyright: <a href='https://www.123rf.com/profile_annyart'>annyart</a>



Test drive your choices by role playing them rather than 
over thinking into analysis paralysis. Role play option A for 3 
days then option B the same. Tune into how you genuinely 
feel about each option whilst you are playing them out.  

Your own core values will represent what is most 
important to you so you can check in internally, gaining 
persecutive on the situation. An example of this may be that 
your work day has not gone to plan at all so you are 
frustrated and tense. Reflecting on your core values it may be 
that honesty is one of your core values and you didn’t speak 
your truth on an important issue.  

Take a few minutes today to reflect on your core values. 
Identify your top 3 and write them down. Next time you feel 
angst after an event or you struggle to make a decision go 
within and ask yourself which action brings you closer to 
your core values. You will be surprised what you learn about 
yourself . 14

When we don’t trust our intuition we block the physical 
energy (e-motion) around the organs of digestion. This leads 
to physical manifestation we are conditioned to see as 
disease, discussed in chapter one Physical. 

  

FURTHER READING 

Hess A (2007) Unlock your Intuition  

 https://melodywilding.com/book/ 14
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CHAPTER 5: SPIRITUAL 

THE GUT AND SOLAR PLEXUS  
CONNECTION TO SOURCE 

  

“Gut intelligence is the intelligent flow of awareness and insight 
that we experience once the mind and emotions are brought 
into balance and coherence through a self-initiated process. This 
form of intelligence is experienced as direct, intuitive knowing 
that manifests in thoughts and emotions that are beneficial for 
ourselves and others.” 

Greek thinkers such as Plato, Aristotle and Galen have 
been studied by European Universities for decades. They 
viewed the soul in 3 parts: 

1. The rational soul governing will power and logical 
reasoning 

2. The sensitive soul governing motion, emotion and 
sensory perception. 

3. The vegetative soul governing basic operations needed 
to maintain life growth, nutrition and reproduction.  

There were some challenges to this model from people 
like Descartes and Willis. However Van-Helmont argued that 
whilst university educated physicians couldn’t stomach the 
idea that the soul might conduct soul-based operations from 
a sack of impure meats. When common folk, townsmen and 



peasants were asked where they believed the seat of their 
soul Lies. All placed their hands over the solar plexus.  

Jan Baptist Van Helmont (1580-1644) whilst conducting 
experiments on a highly toxic flower called wolfsbane, began 
to feel decidedly odd after he was called away from his work 
to a home situation . Van Helmont’s “gut feeling” made him 15

see that his emotions, perception and even his whole identity 
were inextricably linked to his digestion. We have all had that 
feeling.  

Van Helmont insisted that the gut was far more than a 
food processing plant. It was the mediator seat between the 
spiritual realms and the physical realms. The sensitive soul.  

Van Helmont used human experience as medical evidence 
for his theory. He appealed to people who had experiences 
that were difficult to articulate. For example an unexpected 
gun shot noise for a timid person would feel fear in the 
mouth of the stomach.  

Similarly a hungry person’s appetite would completely 
diminish if sorrowful news was delivered immediately prior 
to eating. Van Helmont’s ideas and unusual writing style led 
to ridicule.  

Today we understand more about the microbiome and the 
enteric nervous system. This dynamic and multidirectional 
relationship tells us that Van Helmont was not as crazy as it 
seemed at the time.  

What can our spiritual gut tell us? 

 https://wellcomecollection.org/articles/15
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1. We are in danger: remember that sinking feeling when 
you feel afraid? 

2. We are in good company: the gut sensation feels 
warm, safe and happy. 

3. We are getting sick: our gut can pick up subtle changes 
in our biochemistry when we tune in and trust. 

4. We should take the risk we are considering: we are 
raised to over-ride this logic but our gut instinct will tell 
us moving across the world for work is advantageous 
before our mind will see the prospects. 

5. We are being manipulated: disgust is a feeling often 
associated within the gut. We assess a person within the 
first 90 seconds of meeting them. Discernment is the 
ability to assess both body language and verbal language 
for a match with intuition making that snap decision to 
exit the situation.  

And remember: 
“The spiritual journey is individual, highly personal. It can’t 

be organized or regulated. It isn’t true that everybody should 
follow any one path. Listen to your own truth.”  
― Ram Dass, Journey of Awakening: A Meditator's 

Guidebook 

“All acts of healing are ultimately our selves healing our 
Self.             -Ram Dass”  

  

FURTHER READING 

https://www.mindbodygreen.com/articles/gut-
feelings-what-they-really-are-when-to-trust-them  

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/29719
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/29719
https://www.mindbodygreen.com/articles/gut-feelings-what-they-really-are-when-to-trust-them
https://www.mindbodygreen.com/articles/gut-feelings-what-they-really-are-when-to-trust-them
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If you are drawn to my work then my gifts are here to 
empower you to heal you.  

Mob: +44  07986735118 (UK) 

Namaste  

My published books are available on Amazon  
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